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which divulged secrets far beyond her gaze. And thus, we
are persuaded, shall it always be; science may scale new

heights and explore new depths, but she shall bring back noth

ing from her daring and successful excursions which will not,
when rightly understood, yield a fresh tribute of testimony to

the Bible. Infidelity may watch her progress with eagerness,

exulting in the thought that she is furnishing facts with which
the Christian system may be strongly assailed; but the cham

pions of revelation may confidently attend her in every march,

assured that she will find nothing which contradicts, if it do
not actually confirm, the word which they know to be divine."

Sermons, 2nd Am, edit. vol. ii, p. 298.
"Shall it then any longer be said," says Dr. Buckland,
that a science, which unfolds such abundant evidence of the

being and attributes of God, can reasonably be viewed in any
other light than as the efficient auxiliary and handmaid of

religion? Some few there still may be, whom timidity, or pre
judice, or want of opportunity, allow not to examine its evidence;
who are alarmed by the novelty, or surprised by the extent
and magnitude, of the views which geology forces on their at
tention, and who would rather have kept closed the volume of
witness, which has been sealed up for ages, beneath the sur
face of the earth, than impose upon the student in natural

theology the duty of studying its contents; a duty in which,
for lack of experience, they may anticipate a hazardous or a
laborious task, but which, by those engaged in it, is found to
afford a rational, and righteous, and delightful exercise of
their highest faculities, in multiplying the evidences of the
existence, and attributes, and providence of God."

"It follows then," says Dr. J. Pye Smith, "as a universal
truth, that the Bible, faithfully interpreted, erects no bar

against the most free and extensive investigation, the most

comprehensive and searching induction. Let but the investi

gation be sufficient, and the induction honest; let observation
take its farthest flight; let experiment penetrate into all the
recesses of nature; let the veil of ages be lifted up from all
that has been hitherto unknown, if such a course were possible,
religion need not fear; Christianity is secure, and true science
will always pay homage to the divine Creator and Sovereign,
of whom, and through whom, and to whom are aa things;
and unto whom be glory forever." Lectures on&ripture and

Geology, 4th London edition, p. 223.
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